Bring your lunch and learn in a casual environment!!! We will provide light snacks.

Oct 3, Noon: Resources and MSFRIC Innovation Lab Demo
Come get a tour of MSFRIC’s new Innovation Lab and a demo of Virtual Reality, Glass Boards, and more!

Oct 11, Noon: AU Faculty Research Roundtable
Please join the AU Library and AU Press at the AU Research Round Table. The event will highlight the great research and publications from AU faculty and staff, providing an opportunity for several authors to discuss their publications.

Oct 31, Noon: AU Press and Military Publishing
The AU Press will provide background information on academic publishing and will outline the various important steps that, as an author, you need to follow in preparing your manuscript for a successful publication.

Recent AU Faculty Publications

- Burgess, Stephen F. “Rising bipolarity in the South China Sea: the American rebalance to Asia and China’s expansion.” Contemporary Security Policy, vol. 37, no. 1, April 2016